PLEIADIAN COLUMBIA

The purpose of this illustration is to show that the District of Columbia with the Pentagon emphasis is configured to the Cydonia, Maris Pleiadian pattern. This pattern is present in all the other major world capitals. There are 3 main components that involve a financial city that is build up, then
there is an oval type of structure to correspond to the Face of Mars, as in this case the Oval Office. The Pentagon corresponds to the D&M Pyramid that is usually a fortress or prominent building. The entire Cydonia, Mars complex configures a hexagram that when superposed to the Columbia
area produces an approximate correspondence with prominent landmarks at the junctures. Along with the ley-lines, there are unique measurements that span the distances from one component to the next. The measurements are an approximation based on GoogleEarth coordinates. All the
prominent world capitals have this motif as a signature of a sacred knowledge that is very important and hidden in plain sight. Who are the peoples behind this worldwide composition that extends back to the ancient pyramid sites of the world?

3rd Eye
In this rendition of the reflection from the
Pleiades in the Cydonia, Mars configuration
has the position flipped horizontally, truly a
mirrored image on Earth as it is on mars.
This pattern in DC is almost in the same
position as that of the City of London with
the financial skyscrapers corresponding
to the stars of the constellation.
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‘Throne of Lucifer’ - Is ‘Right Eye’ only one
that Lucifer has left, All Seeing Eye motif of
Reverse Seal, etc.

Minutes of Arc

Are these hexagram motifs and places on Earth a combination to
pierce spiritual dimensions? What is the connection to the planet
Mars and the veneration of the God of War? Why is sacred geometry
used and impeccable mathematical relationships used in the
architecture of world capitols and ancient buildings such as
pyramids and ziggurats? Evidently the rules of the world who
have all the resources and power go to great lengths to
incorporate this religion that mirrors the cosmology of the stars.
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The Mausoleum was supposedly dedicated to
the Rebel King of Nibiru and thus has an inference to a rulership and government as is the
White House who essentially houses the Ruler
of the World.
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